
And I'm Jerry.

JERRY GREENFIELD

And I'm a person.

JERRY GREENFIELD

That's a corporation.

JERRY GREENFIELD

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Ben & Jerry via Bernie 2016 <info@berniesanders.com> 
Date: Tue, Jul 14, 2015 at 11:03 AM
Subject: Ben & Jerry: people, Ben & Jerry's: corporation

Hi, I'm Ben.

BEN COHEN

I'm a person.

BEN COHEN

And together, we came up with a company called Ben & Jerry's
Homemade, Inc.

BEN COHEN
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JERRY GREENFIELD

Person.

JERRY GREENFIELD

They're different.

JERRY GREENFIELD

That's ridiculous. And what it means is that this presidential election,
there will be a whole mess of shadowy money and corporate

contributions backing candidates and causes on both sides of the
aisle.

JERRY GREENFIELD

From the very beginning, Bernie's called for a constitutional
amendment to overturn Citizens United -- something with which we

couldn't agree more.

Ben, person. Jerry...

BEN COHEN

Ben & Jerry's, not a person... that's a corporation.

BEN COHEN

But there's this problem. The Supreme Court decided that
corporations are people, and that they're entitled to the same rights
as people are. It's called "corporate personhood."

BEN COHEN

Except for Bernie Sanders, of course. Bernie has led the fight to put
an end to the corrupting influence of big money in our politics.

BEN COHEN



couldn't agree more.

JERRY GREENFIELD

People thought we were crazy when we started putting dough into
our ice cream.

JERRY GREENFIELD

This issue is so important because all of the money it introduces into
the political process influences almost every issue Congress

considers.

JERRY GREENFIELD

Sign Bernie Sanders' petition calling for a constitutional
amendment to reverse the disastrous Citizens United Supreme
Court decision.

BEN COHEN

But what's really crazy is all the dough corporations are putting into
politics.

BEN COHEN

Join us and sign Bernie Sanders' campaign to overturn Citizens
United.

BEN COHEN
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Thanks for joining us in this important effort!

- Ben Cohen & Jerry Greenfield  -
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---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Bernie Sanders <info@berniesanders.com> 
Date: Fri, Jun 26, 2015 at 9:11 AM
Subject: Make them pay

Friend -

I am not going to start a Super PAC. I am not going to go around the country talking to millionaires and billionaires begging for
contributions.

But those millionaires and billionaires are talking about us.

Just yesterday, a Super PAC supporting one of our primary opponents started running ads attacking our campaign.

Let me be very clear: the disastrous Citizens United decision that gave rise to the Super PACs embraced by our opponents undermines
American democracy and moves us towards an oligarchy in which the economic and political life of the country is increasingly
controlled by a handful of billionaire families.

Candidly, I did not think their attacks would happen so soon.

But know that their early involvement is a testament to the movement and momentum we're building together.

And we can also make them pay a price.

Stand up to the Super PAC attacking us by making a $3 contribution to our campaign today, and send a powerful message
that you have had enough of the billionaire class buying elections.

Real change only comes about when a large number of ordinary Americans speak, vote, and get involved in the democratic process.

If we stand together, we will win.

If we are divided, the big-money interests win.

People should not underestimate us.

Bernie Sanders
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---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Official Bernie 2016 <info@berniesanders.com> 
Date: Tue, Dec 1, 2015 at 4:03 PM
Subject: [sample] Wall Street's election investment
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Stand with Bernie and add your contribution
today:
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---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Bernie 2016 <info@berniesanders.com>
Date: Thu, Aug 13, 2015 at 1:25 PM
Subject: [sample] Their Super PACs vs. Our Super PACK

Tim -

Nearly every candidate for president is going to have a Super PAC—those
shadowy, unaccountable groups that can raise unlimited amounts of money in
the billionaires' quest to buy our democracy.

Every candidate except for Bernie, that is. That's because Bernie is going to
have a Super PACK of supporters who take on the billionaire class.

We're asking you, Tim, to join our Super PACK. All you have to do to join is
make a monthly contribution to our campaign.

Click here to join Bernie's Super PACK with a $5 monthly contribution to
our campaign.

When you join Bernie's Super PACK, we'll also send you this great sticker so
you can let your friends and neighbors know how you're taking on the
billionaires.
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Monthly contributions are so critical to our campaign. The reason we're asking
you to give monthly is because it gives Bernie's campaign a sustained,
predictable source of revenue.

Knowing that every month we'll be able to count on contributions from our
Super PACK means that we can build the organization we need to win.

The billionaire class shouldn't be able to buy our democracy. But they're trying.
So far, Super PACs have raised nearly $300 million, according to the New York
Times. Most of that money comes from some of the wealthiest people in
America.

In fact, donations from fewer than 400 families account for half of the total
money raised so far for the presidential election. Thanks to the disastrous
Citizens United Supreme Court decision, there are even shell corporations
donating more than a million dollars a piece to support candidates on both
sides of the aisle!

We may not have the billionaire class or shadowy corporations, but we have
you, Tim.

Can you join Bernie's Super PACK with a contribution of $5 a month?

Thanks for standing with us as we build our campaign.

- Team Bernie
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---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Jeff Weaver at Bernie Debate HQ <info@berniesanders.com> 
Date: Tue, Oct 13, 2015 at 10:17 PM
Subject: "Your damn emails"

Friend -

I hope you’re watching this! We’re only about an hour into the debate, and we
wanted to share this special moment with you.

Anderson Cooper asked about Secretary Clinton’s emails and Bernie
responded, “What the Secretary said is right. And that is the American people
are tired of hearing about your damn emails.” This campaign should be about
the grotesque levels of income and wealth inequality in our country, the
unprecedented planetary emergency of our changing climate, and our need to
invest in jobs and education, not jails and incarceration. He got the biggest
applause of the night.

We clipped the video and needed to share it with you immediately. Watch it
right now, and if you’re as fired up as we are about how things are going, make
a contribution of $23.81 — the average donation made to our campaign during
the debate — before Bernie steps off the stage.

https://go.berniesanders.com/tonights-debate

This is the most important night of our campaign so far. I can’t wait to share the
reports from our watch parties and fundraising drive with Bernie when he gets
off the stage. Chip in to show your love for Bernie tonight.

Jeff Weaver
Campaign Manager
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Campaign Manager
Bernie 2016
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